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Cleaning instructions for the
Swing leg support lock

You will need the following tools for cleaning the lock:

 • Allan key 3 mm (at least 60 mm long)
 • Slotted head screwdriver
 • Pipe cleaners

NB! Never use oil on the lock mechanism.

How to dismantle:

1. Begin by loosening the release button (6) with the screwdriver.

2. Tip the chassis over slightly to remove the release button (6) and spring (5).
    If the release button (6) and release screw (4) are attached (do not take them apart)
    continue with point 4. If only the release button (6) detaches,
    loosen the release screw (4) with the Allan key.

3. Use the Allan key to pull up the release screw (4) or tip the chassis over slightly. 

4. Remove the release section (3) by pushing it to the side. 

Cleaning:

5. Insert a pipe cleaner down into the tube (1) as far as the transverse hole in the tube.
    Move the pipe cleaner up and down a few times to remove all the dirt.
    Then use the pipe cleaner to clean the transverse hole (2) in the tube.
    If possible finish off by blowing clean using air pressure or just blow by mouth.

6. Wipe all the dismantled pieces clean.
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Assembly:

7. Push the release section (3) into place in the transverse
    hole (2) in the tube.

8. If the release screw (4) and release button (6) are attached to
    each other, continue from point 9. Otherwise continue as follows:
    Use the screwdriver to push the release section (3) up into the
    hole as far as possible (see figure 1). Hold the screwdriver in
    this position. Place the release screw (4) into the spring (5) and
    let them fall down into the tube (1) at the same time.
    Use the Allan key to tighten the release screw (4) into the
    release section (3). Ensure that the release screw (4) is aligned
    correctly in the release section (3). Tighten until you feel slight
    resistance. Remove the screwdriver. Check that the release
    section (3) moves easily in the tube. If not, adjust the release
    section (3) by loosening the release screw (4) slightly.
    Tighten the release button (6) on the release crew (4) with
    the screwdriver. Tighten until you feel slight resistance.
    Continue with point 10.

9. Use the Allan key to push the release section (3) into the hole
    as far as possible (see figure 2). Hold the Allan key in position.
    Allow the spring (5) to fall into the tube (1). Insert the release
    screw (4), which is attached to the release button (6), into the
    tube (1). NB! Make sure the release screw (4) attaches to the
    spring (5). Use the screwdriver to tighten the release button (6).
    Make sure that the release screw is correctly aligned in the
    release section (3). Tighten until you feel slight resistance.
    Remove the Allan key. Check that the release section (3) moves
    freely in the tube by pressing gently with the screwdriver down
    the tube. If not, adjust the release section (3) by loosening the
    release button (6) slightly.

10. Check that the release section (3) protrudes as in figure 3.
      If not, adjust the release section (3) by gently tightening
      the release button (6). That’s it!

NB! Never use oil on the locking mechanism.
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3


